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uther's authority underwent a range of transformations. 1 He ascended rapidly from a professor in Wittenberg to the clear leader of the events of the mid-1520s, when there was a host of new actors in key positions of the reforming movement.
2 While these other figures relativized the apparent omnipresence of the Wittenberg reformer, they did not fundamentally put his authority in question. In fact, what happened was the opposite, a tendency to emphasize Luther's importance more and more through false veneration. Some pushed the reformer into a central, nearly unassailable position, a process observable even in his lifetime for which Eike Wolgast coined the concept of "monumentalizing" or "monument-making." 3 What is going on here is a quite comprehensible and frequently observable socio-religious process which is best understood with the help of Max Weber's analysis. According to Weber: Charisma is a phenomenon typical of prophetic movements or of expansive political movements in their early stages. But as soon as domination is well established, and above all as soon as control over large masses of people exists, it gives way to the forces of everyday routine. 4 Needless to say, for religious contexts "domination" is a problematic term that in the current case could be replaced by the more reasonable "leadership" or something similar. Weber's general description aptly refers to the course of the Wittenberg Reformation, particularly in the years from 1520 to 1525, for the Wittenberg movement first formed around Luther as its charismatic leader. 5 On different levels to be sure, attitudes for or against Luther decided attitudes toward the reforming movement. The personal focus of the bull of excommunication and the Edict of Worms 6 regarding Luther and, indirectly, his followers contributed externally to this. So it was, in the church and in the law of the land, that Luther was the decisive figure for the legal acceptance or rejection of the Reformation. This also corresponded to the strong personal focus on his charismatic leadership in the internal communications of the reforming movement. Consider, for example, Luther's intervention in the Wittenberg Disturbances of 1522.
7 It was his personal intervention through the Invocavit Sermons that restored calm in Wittenberg, even though the Elector had been skeptical regarding his appearance in person. 8 In his continuing conflict with Andreas Karlstadt, Luther virtually took over the functions of church leadership around Jena and Orlamünde by carrying out visitations in the very sites of Karlstadt's activities. 9 The famous conversation at the Black Bear Inn in Jena on the 22nd of August 1524 culminated when Luther took into his own hands the decision on the censorship of Karlstadt, something normally determined by a university or a sovereign. 10 Even if it did not completely vanish, this charismatic leadership diminished in appearance and reality with the geographic growth and institutionalization of the Reformation. The personal charisma of the immediate encounter needed to be mediated in other ways, and so Luther's charisma was presented through a variety of media. Since in these years he became Germany's uncontested best-selling author, 11 Luther's charismatic importance was especially expressed in the printed word above all, including his letters. The famous alliance between Reformation and printing in the early years clearly focused on the oft-read author Martin Luther. 12 So in the first half of the 1520s one can speak of a supraregional, charismatic effect. Yet with the institutionalization of the Reformation, first in the form of the urban Reformation and then of the princely Reformation, a new structure of legitimacy arose. This new structure was characterized by a twin feature:
1. The legitimacy of this new structure can be formulated within the religious system but did not arise from it. To put it another way, when a city council makes decisions or a territorial lord appoints visitors, both occur in the theological realm but on account of their particular positions within the greater or lesser (civic) Christendom, the Corpus Christianum. 13 This particular situation, however, results from conditions which are not specifically religious in nature and also apply in areas other than the specifically religious-ecclesial. Certainly this is not a self-evident process for the institutionalization of an ecclesial social reform.
2. Based on different legitimizing grounds, these new instances of governance act simultaneously with the wider structures of charismatic leadership already in place. Out of this arises a complex structure in which rival elements are joined with one another. For example, in the discussion of military resistance, Luther could not prevail against the arguments of the legal scholars and finally followed them despite his theological skepticism about a resistance against the Emperor.
14 At other points collaborative effects emerged, such as when Prince John the Steadfast and John Frederick after him repeatedly sought Luther's advice. Simple disagreements can also happen, as in the case of Philip of Hesse, who despite following Luther's advice in not confering legal status on the reformation of the churches in Hesse did bring about a full program of reform, though without again looking to Luther for counsel. 15 The overall result of this is the possibility of having Luther as the charismatic leader without challenging the spiritual leadership of others, either explicitly or symbolically.
3. The situation becomes all the more complex in that Luther had established his own role not merely charismatically but also within his particular, official function as professor and preacher of the Holy Scriptures;
16 office and charisma were thus intertwined in him. Only this interplay between ongoing (charismatic) legitimation and gradual (official) delegitimation can clarify the complexity of what Luther's image must have represented to his contemporaries in the 1540's. Luther was equally the central figure for the Reformation, both to his opponents as well as to his followers and companions. Although there are good reasons to associate the Reformation with more names than Luther, Wittenberg's memory in the 1540's was all the more concentrated and centered on his remembrance. The Reformation was forever bound with the person of Martin Luther, and the first narratives needed to legitimate this. The paramount important which Luther had at the onset of the Reformationand which probably increased even more in memory-was admittedly constructed only in the last years of his life. There is sufficient ground to note that even the old Luther did not slip into insignificance, 17 but likewise there is ground to note that his significance, while actual, was not only distinct from but also less than the significance of the breakthrough of the Reformation itself. This is shown, for example, in the artificial role which John Frederick apparently assigned to Nicholas of Amsdorf in his correspondence concerning the Regensburg Colloquy. 18 To conclude this observation, it seems that on the one hand there is a discrepancy between the actual political significance of Luther and his symbolic significance, and on the other hand Luther's ongoing theological significance was largely undisputed. It was precisely in the arena of expanding and deepening his theological work that Luther concentrated his activity in the last years of his life.
19 That all of this is not simple is illustrated by the complex history of the Smalcald Articles, which were unquestionably of high theological significance for Luther, whether or not the articles are read in the strict sense of Luther's last will and testament. 20 Admittedly, one can also see a political significance in the confessional text, especially in the strong influence of John Frederick on its origins. Yet through the need for another text written by Melanchthon about the assembly of Smalcald in 1537, and even more through the signing of the Smalcald Articles only by the theologians, it becomes clear that a distinction arose between Luther's political and his theological significance, and that a comparably lower estimate (for one) was simply a sign of contemporary perception and its problems with Luther. Certainly one has problems with Luther, but without Luther there were also problems to be expected; thus the impetus for the monumentalization of Luther.
[Georg Rörer]
It was precisely the year 1537 in which a loyal assistant was placed alongside 22 According to Wolgast, it serves the "historicization and monumentalization" of Luther. Luther himself made it clear that the goal of collecting his works was not at his suggestion or even his interest:
I cannot, however, prevent them from wanting to collect and publish my works through the press (small honor to me), although it is not my will. I have no choice but to let them risk the labor and the expense of this project. My consolation is that, in time, my books will lie forgotten in the dust anyhow.
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Luther wrote this in the foreword to the first volume of his works, and no one has described as accurately as Luther himself that what happened here was contrary to his intention: that not he himself but the one to whom he witnessed should be the center of attention. The personalization of the events of the Reformation and the preservation of his memory was a project far less fitting than that of the Wittenberg altar which appeared at this same time, showing Luther as the one who refers to Christ on its predella. Yet his situation may have made it clear to him that in light of the expected continuation of the world after his death, the aim of the books could not be to lie forgotten in the dust but that only a collection of these writings would be able to prolong his original charismatic authority, which had remained indirectly effective on the newly constituted institutional authorities. And that he himself, although detached from the original undertaking, contributed the foreword to the Wittenberg edition is also a confirmation of the authoritative character of the collection. This edition was not about purely archival interests. What was created here served not only the memory of Lutheranism but also the persistent identification of the person of Luther with the preservation of his ipsissima vox, his own voice. Against this backdrop, it is no coincidence that the Luther edition was also part of the confessional conflict in the establishment of Lutheranism. After the Treaty of Passau, when Ernestine and Albertine Saxons reconstituted themselves according to their political weightings as modified by the Diet of Augsburg 1547/8 for the mutual defining of the confessional confrontation, it was one of the greatest successes of the Ernestine Duchy that it succeeded in bringing Rörer back from his Danish interlude in 1553 to Jena, where from 1555 onwards he worked on the new Jena edition of Luther's works. Further, because of quite lucrative arrangements he left his extensive collection of "Lutheriana" to the prince's estate. The new edition, which proclaimed itself to be an improved version of the Wittenberg edition, underscored Jena's claim to be the true theological Wittenberg.
[2.] Just as a thorough grounding of the texts with a claim of Humanist methodology became the hallmark of (confessional) self-definition, one can also consider the second medium of memory preservation mainly from the point of view of securing accuracy in remembrance: the minutes of the Bible translation commission. Most likely these corresponded to the memory mode which Luther regretted in the collected works, but they showed the direct work on the biblical text and confirmed the reformers as true stewards of the text. By saving these minutes, Rörer coined a process of canonizing continuity and argumentative development which to this day characterizes the Lutheran treatment of the translation of the Bible in disputes among the first translators over their unambiguous differences of opinion. This gave them the chance to take part in the discussion. Here not only preservation but also further development was made possible. It is true that the motives which are at issue here must remain a matter of speculation, since we have on the one hand the sheer fact of preserving the minutes and, on the other hand, that they were not intended for the public but for preservation in the context of the Academy of Jena from 1555 onwards.
So, both the collection of Luther's works and the preservation of the minutes of the Bible translation commission can be understood as parts of Luther's memoria, in which reference to the person of Luther can and must be seen in inescapable connection with the matter for which he stood-more so in the case of the Bible translation than in the case of the collection of Luther's works according to his own understanding.
[3.] A completely different part of the memories gathered in Rörer's collection are the Table Talks . As with the works in which Rörer was involved only as one among others, one must look past Rörer to make clear what was happening there. It is unfortunate that a comprehensive study of table talks in general as a literary and theological genre is still wanting today. 24 I shall mention at least two points which have so far impeded a proper investigation of what is to me the most important form of the monument-making of Luther:
1. A serious literary appraisal of the Table Talks requires searching for comparable literary forms in history, especially in the literary output of late antiquity in collections such as the Apophthegmata patrum or its western counterpart, the Collationes patrum. At the very least, this would lead to the question of contacts between the literary genre of these Table Talks and such hagiographically-motivated literature. This might lead to different answers, and thus to a different and therefore very exciting relationship between Luther memoria and hagiography.
2. The Table Talks are gladly used-by myself included-for the evaluation of biographical splinters. A proper inspection of their genesis, literary form, and especially their purpose diminishes their interest for biographical analysis. Theology has learned from the study of the life of Jesus that a sensitive consideration of the literary organization of a source can in fact call the source into question regarding the reliable reconstruction of historical situations. In fact, even a glance at the Table Talks shows that they represent far more than an exact account of what happened. To varying degrees according to the collectors' hands, they are theologically stylized and pointed. To be more precise, one would need to create an accurate synopsis of the Table Talks, but a cursory first look at the collection and its parallel contents already shows that Luther's texts expand, and that in some cases such expansion affects the theological point of his statements.
If we take both observations together, it is quite clear what the meaning of these Table Talks is for making Luther into a monument: they show the extent to which the younger generation was interested in Luther as a person and how certain it was that his memoria would be nurtured in the future. Otherwise, the recording of his sayings is difficult to comprehend. At the same time, however, it is evident here that not only archival preservation but also the memoria was deliberately designed. Even the act of writing itself is selective, but the shaping of the sayings of Luther is, moreover, a moment of deliberate design, of a concentration on the Luther to be remembered, a fortress of his image.
However, in the selection of content for the Table Talks -where above all the biographical memories in addition to the Reformer's sentiments are preserved-it is also apparent that the biographical question was clearly connected with the question of Luther's normative validity by way of his utterances. The question of biography arose quite naturally on the horizon of monument-making. They asked him about his experiences, they wrote down what he reported; indeed, we are even aware that Philip Melanchthon had sought out Margarethe Luder to answer the famous question of Luther's birth year. 25 This biographical interest sought out sources that could satisfy it; it wanted to have as complete a biography as possible. 26 In the famous preface to the Latin Works, Luther himself played a part in explaining his life in such a way that, by referring to his relatively late conversion, he selected what was to be seen as authoritative or not. According to the work of Rolf Schäfer, 27 this text is at least as close to Augustine's Retractationes as to his Confessiones. And it had to be like this, for Luther's biography was no longer just narrative-it was involved in the shaping of the essential vita of a founding figure. In this context it is particularly interesting that the first symbolic act of the Reformation, namely, what happened on the Eve of All Saints which Luther himself celebrated as the beginning of the events, was only marginally noted. 28 Neither its center nor even its beginning and ground, this marginalization is a part and a result of the general monument-making of Luther.
In turn, this can be appreciated only by recourse to the socioreligious dimension mentioned at the outset: when the collection of Luther's words began in one way or another-as collected works, as the minutes of the translation commission, or as Table Talk this was already a consequence and expression of the decline of his immediate charisma. The charisma of the first phase, through socio-religious preservation, had passed over into institutional forms of preservation and was now made permanent by the preservation itself. It is obvious that charisma and preservation are in tension: the immediacy of the charisma, which at least indirectly could be spread through the pamphlets of the early years of the Reformation, is limited by the form of a tract. The written contents do not carry the charisma in its pure form but represent a mode of remembrance.
Correspondingly in the study of church history, in addition to the older models of Max Weber one would do well to use the (relatively) younger theories of memory and remembrance research, both constructively and skeptically. By constructively, I mean using the distinction between communicative and cultural memory that Jan and Aleida Assmann have inserted into the debate on the cultural sciences. 29 This is understood as a means of selection in the process of cultural formation where what has been handed down in the immediate memory of the narrative tradition must be transformed into a form of memory which makes the immediate, individual memory into a common and jointly binding one. The theory fits so well with the events in Wittenburg during the 1540s and Jena during the 1550s that it is surprising how little of it has so far been used to explain the genesis of the Luther memoria or the monumentmaking of Luther. In fact, Rörer and others worked precisely on this process: to shape the Luther of immediate memory into a culturally memorable greatness. This does not automatically mean falsification, merely selection and formation.
And it is for this reason that the constructive approach cannot be divorced from the skeptical one. Johannes Fried, in his large memorandum titled The Veil of Memory, has made an enduring point that every process of remembrance is a constructive moment, both in the immediate remembrance and also in the foundation of a cultural memory. 30 Historians who want to do more than stabilize cultural memory have before them the work of tracing these constructions and uncovering them in a deconstructionist perspective. Only then will remembrance and memory become historical reconstruction. 
